Integrated study programs (Master of Sciences) in Urban Planning and Management (300 ECTS, 5 academic years)

Cultural and Professional profile
Students who major in this study program will obtain a consolidated formation in the field of Urban Planning and Management, which provides not only theoretical and practical knowledge in certain aspects like: planning in different levels; urban design; economic development; environmental, economic and social aspects; planning and development instruments, but above all it provides an integrated knowledge in a holistic approach to the challenges of planning.

Major issues covered in this study program:
- In-depth general formation
  Topography, Earth Science, Mathematics, History and thought of planning
- Formation in ancillary disciplines
  Urban law and legislation; Urban economy; local finance;
- Deep understanding of the profession
  Planning labs (urban; regulatory; regional); City Technology and Infrastructure; Planning Systems; Studio and urban design theory; Environmental Planning; Landscape Design; Action and Strategy Plan. In addition, the students will have the possibility to select a given number of credits in order to be as approximate as possible with the their personal professional specifications and requirements.

Employment opportunities
The main employment sectors include:
- The private sector of development and urban design studios.
- Governance at local level, starting from municipalities and communes to districts or regions; institutions at central level related to the field of planning
- Domestic and foreign scientific research institutions, the main focus of which is planning, development and urban management policies.